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Little Lambâ€™s Bible is a soft, cuddly Bible that children ages 2 to 5 can call their own. Throughout

this plush-covered book Little Lamb learns that he is loved and cared for by God as he hears about

Godâ€™s faithfulness in stories from the Old and New Testaments of the Bible. With sweet, rhyming

text and colorful illustrations, this soft and cuddly character storybook Bible is sure to become a

classic with preschoolers
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I absolutely love this precious baby bible! Not only is the cover just so adorable, it is very well made.

I have a baby girl who is just learning to really explore with her hands and this is such a soft and

fuzzy fun book for her. I will always supervise her with it, but only to keep her from teething on it, as

I'm sure we'll be keeping it for her forever. There are plenty of baby appropriate stories in it and they

rhyme with a great cadence to be fun for a child. The pictures are cute, but not eye catching for an

infant (no big objects or bright colors). However the pictures are charmingly painted. I really love the

lessons and prayers, they are perfect for children. WhilevI read this for my infant, I'm excited for her

to understand and learn the cute, child appropriate lessons as she grows up. I think it's underpriced

for how sweet and precious this little baby bible is. I'm sure it will be in the family for generations.



I bought this for a 6 month old baby's baptism. The outside of the book is soft and washable. The

baby was able to grab the ears and loved the size. The stories are very well written, and the

graphics are great.

The furry cover with its ears that stick out is appealing to our toddler girl. Key stories from the Bible

are each illustrated by colorful, beautiful, cheerful artwork, and told via a simple, happy, poem.

Serious parts of any stories with sad elements are covered in a non-scary but truthful way. I feel

very comfortable reading this book with my 2.5-yr-old, and am pleased about being able to introduce

her to the Bible in an age-appropriate way.

I got the lions bible for son. When found out we were having girl wanted lambs bible for her. Only

thing I guess I wish was different was fluffiness of front. Lion one is so soft. I love it though. Love

"the prayer". Will probably teach kids that before bedtime. It is not in lions bible.

I hate to give this only 3 stars because the book itself is really cute but I was disappointed in the

stories. I was hoping for more light hearted content since this is for young children. Some of these

seem like they would be better suited for older children because of their content.

poor condition, soft wrapping on book does not fit properly. My kids do really enjoy the book so I

have not returned it. Also you can get it on Christianbook.com for 2.99. This lamb one and a gray

bunny version.

I love the book and it will make a darling gift. The quality is not what I expected for the price. I think

the lamb on the cover could have been fluffier and needed a bright pink mouth.... But, other than

that, its a very sweet book.Beautiful poems to read to a small child.

We bought this for our baby's first birthday. We love it! She loves turning the pages and we love

reading it to her. Stories are simple and not too long. Our 3YO sometimes swipes it too.
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